The authors present a detailed analysis with clear graphical representations, however methodology description is unfortunately too vague to appreciate and understand the results. I invite the authors to explain the concept of the change points in relationship to its application to the Arctic sea ice extent data. Further, it is not clear how the results shown in Fig 6 have been obtained and how these results can be interpreted.
We have used several methods to estimate change points in sea ice extension to detect when the main long-range change occurred. As usual in time series analysis a change point detection tries to identify times when the time series in mean or variance changed. In this case we were interested mainly in mean changes (in the Arctic sea extension the change means decrease, higher values before the change point and lower after it)
Three different change point detections were used for different sea ice extension time series, as explained in the manuscript. As an example we´ll included in the paper a new figure (above) figure 6 with examples in the revised paper to do easier the reading and interpretation of the results Section 3.2 text is very descriptive and lacks interpretation. The methodology of the E-P analysis along the trajectories also needs to be better described. The moisture source regions are predefined from another study without any explanation -I invite the authors to explain the method in more details.
In view to not enlarge the paper with wide methodological description (what has been done in many of our previous papers) we preferred to condense the information, lacking any details that probable difficult the correct understanding of the approach and the own meaning of the MTP, we´ll extend this description in the revised paper
The wording itself "moisture transport for precipitation" sounds confusing and has to be rephrased and better defined.
We prefer to keep the term moisture transport for precipitation because it is the usual term in previous studies using the same methodology, however we´ll try to explain better its meaning
The sentence explaining the methodology ("Then, we selected all particles losing moisture, (e − p) < 0, at the sinks (whole Arctic or any of the subregions), and by adding e − p for all of these particles, we estimated moisture transport for precipitation from the source to the sink (E − P) < 0 at daily, monthly or yearly scales." ) needs more clarification with an extended explanation.
We´ll extend the explanation in the revised paper
This approach also doesn't imply that precipitation results exclusively from the moisture transport and local paper moisture re-circulation can also contribute. (Leppäranta, 1993) , but increases the surface albedo and thus reduces melt in spring and summer (Cheng et al., 2008) .
Of course, and this is without any doubt an important contribution, but not addressed in this

In contrast, rainfall is generally related to sea ice melt, and for both snowfall and rainfall, flooding over the ice favors the formation of superimposed ice and potentially increases in the Arctic sea ice thickness"
The implications of these mechanism coherent with our results would be: We´ll re-write this to avoid so categorical affirmation " when precipitation is produced in the form of snowfall on sea ice, it enhances thermal insulation, and reduces sea ice growth in winter (Leppäranta, 1993) , but increases the surface albedo, and thus reduces melt in spring and summer (Cheng et al., 2008) . These phenomena justify the opposite change in moisture transport for fall and winter versus spring." -how can these phenomena justify any changes in moisture transport?
These phenomena do not justify changes in the moisture transport but changes in the effect of precipitation on the sea ice. As we estimate changes in the moisture transport for precipitation (MTP), higher MTP results in more precipitation, this is the basis of the argument.
The manuscript has to be checked for language and consistency -there are many vague, incomplete phrases.
The first version was edited by a professional English service, in any case we´ll check carefully the revised version of the manuscript
